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The first of six books in the epic historical novel covering the entire life of Hatshepsut, the ancient

Egyptian queen who was crowned king and for more than 20 years ruled on the Horus Throne of

the Living as the Female Falcon, Maatkare. Before becoming Pharaoh, Hatshepsut served as God's

Wife of Amun, an important economic and spiritual office created by her grandfather that holds the

key to her mysterious and unprecedented power. Maatkare was not only a charismatic political

leader, she was a mystic who inspired the wholehearted devotion of brilliant men. One of them was

Senmut, a commoner she elevated to unparalleled heights of authority. But her most influential

advocate was Hapuseneb, the High Priest of Amun and the Governor of the South. Hapuseneb

served under three pharaohs and yet only Maatkare is represented in his tomb. Hatshepsut's life is

a passionate story of love - for her beliefs, her country, and two of its most fascinating men. Next in

the Series: The Hidden One - Book Two
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I have a difficult time with stories of Eqyptian stories, as I have no idea how to say the names of

characters and places; but this writing makes it worth the struggle. I would be happier if there was a

pronunciation guide to the names and places, but spreading the information out over several books

is very helpful. The writing is well done.

This book provided a wonderful narrative through the eyes of a royal ancient Egyptian child learning

about her world and the understanding required to live in it. I couldn't" put the book down. Very



thought provoking about spiritual things.

I was really looking forward to a good book. I have enjoyed reading different takes on Hatshepsut

and this started all right. It started with her childhood, but as she got older things got a little

uncomfortable for me with the way thoughts and descriptions of Hatshepsuts sex life were discribed.

I have read books that refer to characters relationships and they have been written so they weren't

offensive to me, but this was pushing my limits.

Daughter of Re is a very entertaining story. I got hooked on the series, but my interest waned after

book four. I feel that the story could have been put in a large volume and shortened somewhat. That

said; I enjoyed it.

I had hoped this series would be good but it is honestly a waste of money. Boring boring boring. It is

confusing and I do not need to know what EVERY name means. This book is mired in religious mud

and no real story. It is surely not biographical. Do not waste your time nor money. It never got better

but worse as ital went along.

Very short book. Love reading about the ancient royal Egyptian families. Some people might have

trouble with names of the characters, I find myself wanting a family tree to keep the lines drawn

clearly. Understanding the religious aspects of the time is quite challenging, which makes this a

hard read, but worth the education of learning ancient Egyptian history even more rewarding.

Looking forward to the next in the series.

Love ancient Egypt and Maria pita just helps you feel that you are their and helps you experience

what it is like

I have read a lot of books on ancient Egypt and Hatshepsut... This book was way to complicated for

anyone who has no idea what they are reading... Even for me I found myself skipping a lot of it just

to see if it got any easier to read... It did not...
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